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hi lovejeet, just a quick question. i downloaded win 7 pro 64 and burned the.iso to disk. tried installing it on 3 different pcs, all 3 pcs boots successfully, but all 3 fails mid installation. tried 2 different new dvds, tried writing at 2x speeds ect, not working. yet, when i install a vm machine from the.iso it works flawless. what could cause it not to work on dvd it hangs right where it starts to copy the windows setup files. everything points to a faulty dvd but ive burnt 3 different copies from two machines (thought it might be my dvd writer.) im stumped. ok i messed up in my command, had to reinstall the os on my other laptop so i am back on my old laptop and the problem is i have the
64 bit iso but when i try to use the 64 bit version i get a message telling me i must first go to the microsoft website to install the dpapi service set there (i'm new to windows) so now i am stuck, the only thing i can think of is to get the 32 bit iso then use it with the dpapi service installed but the installer says i need a 32 bit system and if i download the 32 bit iso i get a message telling me i cannot convert the iso to an image file, so what do i do? hi microsoft, i have a toshiba portege laptop with windows7 64bit, earlier i had an image of windows 7 64bit for it, but i cleaned my laptop and never could recover the image, now i have downloaded windows7 64 bit iso and want to make a

bootable usb, i googled and found the program ultraiso, but the problem is, its a 32 bit program, do you know if i can use it and how? if not can i convert a.iso to.img or convert.img to.iso? any help is welcome.
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this is an image of utorrent on my windows 7, standard and not the
extreme. for some odd reason the windows 7 extreme doesnt work as

expected. i've tried both the 32bit and 64bit versions. i've done the update
and install and the program opens but when i try to click the download

button it says the settings are not set correctly. i can open the program to
its settings but when i try and go to download it says "mis settings" and

wont let me. any suggestions? 1. is the most powerful that i can find for the
money. price range for the best are from 30 to 40 dollars. my current ps

(wiring harness and everything) is around 60 dollars. i am looking for
something to hook up to my motherboard instead of the current form factor.

i want something that looks clean and sleek and doesnt have any kind of
bulky looking wiring in the back. looked at scythe ps but it appears to be for
the mac only. any suggestions? 2. has a blue led that ill be able to control. i
would like the capability to start a red led in the back if i want. i do not play

blue. something that can be downloaded at its manufacture site is
preferred. i would like it to have some kind of decent standard build quality

(cheap or something) but that is not necessarily necessary. 1 star would
probably be what i would give to any ps im aware of that is in the 30 range.
3. i have my main power supply hooked up to a switch box but i need to be
able to choose which one is powering the system and i would prefer to have
the ability to do so if the box will allow me to do so. i will not use more than
2 ps at a time. i want to be able to turn off my main power supply at a later

time if need be. 5ec8ef588b
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